THE THRESHOLD OF THE EYE

Within the word oeil, "eye," there is the word loi, "law." Every look contains the law.

A book—and dying words entertain you with the immortality of the Creator and created.

"God is the future of death," he said. "However, future means life.

"I imagine a body so inviolable that it would last forever, but death wastes the body first. Does waste take the place of the future? This would mean that God reproduces Himself out of His sacrificial Totality, that is, out of the boldness of Nothing. Schizogenetic void which braves the void in the name of an emptiness as dizzying as the universe and which is, if not God, at least His immortality."

"God's absence is immortal," he had jotted down one day, "and God only the reference to this immortality."